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Offer more mobility in any tough env
ly rugged devices
Getac's brand new F110 and V110 ful

NEW PRINTER TRIO

Label printing needs to be affordable: Metapace shows you how!

FINALLY AVAILABLE ALL ACROSS EUROPE
The Datalogic QuickScan Lite ensures for
excitement with its attractive price-performance ratio

JARLTECH mobil – Keep in Touch:

Jarltech Web App
for Your Smartphone
Find all product details and availability, your
individual reseller prices and much more in a single app.
Get the web app: www.jarltech.com/app.

With great excitement we specifically look
at Metapace at the turn of the year. Several
new products are announced for January:
one of which is the completely new desktop
label printer series with three printers. Next
year Metapace additionally brings both of its
top-sellers onto the market in a special pure
white edition. The POS printer T-3 and the
cash drawer K-1 shine brilliantly in the future
with white POS systems such as the Colormetrics P2000.

ON-DEMAND COST EFFECTIVE
COLOUR LABELS

But this year also finishes with interesting product launches. Among others, in
December Epson pulls the TM-T20II, a more
powerful successor to the market-entry
printer TM-T20, out of its magic hat. As
you are accustomed to, you will, of course,
find all the other newest information on the
following pages.
Ulrich Spranger, CEO Jarltech Europe GmbH

Dear Jarltech Partner,
As another year winds down, I like to reflect
on the activities of the past few months. It
has been a fascinating year with many new
and exciting innovations for our field and
with renewed double-digit increase in sales
for the Jarltech Group. From mobile receipt
printers to compact mobile terminals, to
scanphones and rugged area imagers, the
newest technological advances have been
hard at work to make your job easier.
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We greatly value our good working relationship with you and wish to thank you for
the joint achievements and your loyalty. To
you and your family all the best wishes for a
happy end to 2013 and a healthy start into
2014. May it be a good year for us all!
With kind regards,

Ulrich Spranger
ulrich.spranger@jarltech.com
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Very Reasonably Priced

Psssst: Exclusive Advanced Notice!

More Value for the Money

From healthcare to RFID: discover
all the new product highlights

Print your own custom colour labels, tickets and tags
with the Epson TM-C3500
The Epson TM-C3500 brings high-quality colour and on-demand versatility
to your labels, tags and tickets. This all-round colour label printer also helps
you conform to GHS international chemical labelling guidelines, as its pigment
ink in combination with the PE Matte Label media are ideal for use in harsh
environments, providing accurate and smudge proof printouts, resistant to water
and most chemicals. Featuring high-quality print speeds of up to 103mm/sec
and individual pigment ink cartridges, your business will save time and
money on outsourcing label production.
To find out more visit www.epson-europe.com

Benefit from Datalogic’s best
scanning special offer

Be among the first to discover the details
of the new Metapace label printer series

Citizen makes printers more attractive

New: Robust Power

An offer that you cannot refuse

More versatility and performance, thanks to Getac‘s
F110 tablet and V110
convertible PC

Top Offers

Entertainment

Comics and Sudoku for your leisure time
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Mountable
touch monitor
• Brilliant presentation on 19"

Join the Conversation!
Stay in touch with us and visit us today on Facebook and Twitter.
Learn about insights in our company, latest product news
and much more as a FAN on Facebook or FOLLOW US on Twitter!

High print quality
in full-colour

High speed
printing

Economical

Easy to use

www.jarltech.com

• Zero-bezel glass surface
• Multi touch projected
capacitive technology

MARKET
NEWS
forward loading, and automatic RFID calibration, making it ideal for applications such as
on-site on demand label printing, for example
in shops.
Elo 2401LM: Brilliance in the
healthcare industry
Elo Touch Solutions
is pleased to announce
the new healthcare-grade
2401LM desktop monitor.
The fully-featured 2401LM
touchmonitor offers surface acoustic wave touchscreen technology which provides stable "drift-free"
touch response, outstanding image clarity
and resolution, resulting in an accurate touch
experience and vivid images. Additionally, the
touchmonitor is equipped with industry standard connectivity in the form of a USB and
RS232 combination touch controller, DVI-D,
VGA connectors and built-in audio amp and
speakers. The 2401LM is available in both
white and black.
The Elo 2401LM touchmonitor is an effective
solution for nurses’ stations, computer-aided
therapy, electronic medical record keeping,
paperless charting, and patient self-check-in,
as well as non-medical applications.
www.elotouch.com

The printer supports both direct thermal and
thermal transfer printing and is compatible with
inlays from all leading suppliers. The ZD500R
can be used with a variety of RFID labels and
tags from small, item-level hangtags to large
case and pallet labels.
zebra.jarltech.com

Powerful Metapace desktop
label printer for more profit
certification ensure for high efficiency and
cost-saving operation. The Wi-Fi variant additionally supports the Epson ePOS functionality, which allows users to print receipts,
slips and even QR codes from
mobile devices (such as tablets
and smartphones). All that is
required is a device which
runs an HTML5-compatible
web browser.
The new Epson TM-P80 is ideally suited
for a multitude of demanding mobile areas of
usage in retail, hospitality, in the field or in
healthcare. Its paper-saving function reduces
the top and bottom margins of slips, as well
as their length, by up to 23%.

Metapace K-1 and T-3 in pure white
epson.jarltech.com
Fitting to elegant white POS systems, like
the P2X00 touch system from Colormetrics,
Metapace brings both of its top-sellers onto
the market in pure white: the cash drawer K-1
and the thermal receipt printer T-3, both of
which are expected to be available at Jarltech
in January. Pre-order yours now to secure the
first models for you and your customers.
Proven quality for a
new market awaits
you with the new
peripherals. They
score highly with their
understated elegance and shimmering housing, especially in shops with
high optical demands at the checkout.
www.metapace.com

Zebra ZD500R –
Advancing the adoption of RFID
Ease of use is the key factor for continued, broader RFID adoption. This is especially true in environments where IT support
is limited or the workforce
is not RFID-knowledgeable.
The new compact ZD500R
desktop printer offers
simple, one-touch printing
and encoding, straight-

New and available
soon at Jarltech:

Epson: New mobile receipt printer
The Epson TM-P80 is a POS mobile thermal
receipt printer designed for operation in a
variety of industries, thanks to modern interfaces like Wi-Fi and Bluetooth and a long
battery life of up to 40 hours. Its integrated
paper-saving function and ENERGY STAR

www.jarltech.com

L-22D

• Compact direct thermal label printer in
a complete package
• Max. printing speed: 152 mm per second
• Compatible with Zebra printers

L-42D

• Direct thermal label printer
for high throughput
• Max speed:
178 mm per second at 203 dpi
• Supports ZPL, ZPLII, EPL, EPLII

New Dolphin 60s scanphone
Honeywell introduced its newest scanphone,
which blends the capabilities of a consumer
smartphone, rugged mobile computer and
barcode scanner in an affordable package.
Built for workers on-the-go, the Dolphin 60s
provides quick and reliable access to critical
data through Honeywell’s proven technology.
The device serves as a cost-effective solution
for businesses of all sizes, including retail,
field service, and direct store delivery (DSD),
where manual processes are becoming
a competitive disadvantage.
The pocket-sized rugged enterprise device
has been engineered to withstand 1.2 m
drops and more than 800 tumbles. To increase data collection efficiency, the
Dolphin 60s scanphone integrates
1D and 2D scanning technology
with multiple data entry options,
such as full QWERTY or a numeric keypad.
honeywell.jarltech.com

Available
in January
2014

L-42T

• Thermal transfer printer
for professional label applications
• Fast printing: up to 178 mm per second
• Particularly large ribbon supply (up to 300 m)

For more information about these high-profit
Metapace label printers contact your sales
representative – call today!

www.jarltech.com

TOUGH AS NAILS
F110 AND V110 FROM GETAC

Secure a demo unit of each*

device now 40% off!
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• Tablet PC for indoor and outdoor usage
• Bright 11.6" multi-touch display
• 4th generation Intel Core i7/i5 vPro processor

V110

• Versatile convertible PC:
notebook and tablet in one
• Bright 11.6" touch display
and a backlit keyboard
• 4th generation Intel
Core i7/i5 vPro processor

Order yours today from your
sales representative – call now!

* Offer valid until 31 December 2013 off the list price, for the article numbers
FW72AXCCX0000000004 and VW74AXMEX5M00N0B400, once per customer and device.

www.jarltech.com

0800 JARLTECH · www.jarltech.de

(+43-1) 485 26 05 0 · www.jarltech.at

GO BEYOND LASER
WITH THE QUICKSCAN LITE FROM DATALOGIC

GT800 in a Package!

ZM400 and ZebraCare The Perfect Partnership!

The Zebra GT800 offers simple, affordable desktop printing. With Zebra’s excellent promotional
offer, you can provide customers with even greater
results and outstanding value:
Every GT800 printer purchased by your
customers will entitle them to receive
free box of 4 genuine Zebra 2300
thermal transfer ribbons.

Until 31 January 2014, receive Zebra’s
bestselling mid-range printer, the ZM400,
and 3-year ZebraCare as a bundle. Now you
can offer your customers outstanding
performance and service at an amazing price!

a

Even though the ZM400 is easy to maintain it’s great to have some
reassurance. ZebraCare is the last word in support with a choice
of 3-year service agreements covering repairs for functional failure,
wear and tear as well as parts replacement.

Here is how it works: simply instruct
end users to follow the instructions for
for
online registration on their GT800 box once they have
received their new printer. This offer is valid from 28 October 2013
through 14 February 2014.
Your advantage: advertise with the additional thermal transfer
ribbons and increase your sales. The advantages of original Zebra
consumables for your customers lie in enhanced print quality and
a longer print head life.

e
Complete packag!
for a limited time

only

Simply talk to your Jarltech customer service
representative for the best price!

Protective rubber coating,
IP42 certification
Patented »Green Spot«
good read feedback

Linear market-entry imager
for all 1D barcodes

Innovative collapsible
stand available

Trusted quality in a new shape
Replace traditional laser scanners now with the new
linear imager QuickScan Lite. It is perfect for those of
your customers who are looking for a scanner with good
performance, an attractive price and comfortable handling. The QuickScan Lite reads all standard 1D codes
and linear GS1 DataBar codes – plus particularly wide
and digital barcodes from smartphones and displays.

In combination with the collapsible stand also use it
flexibly in retail, banks and in light industry as a handheld and presentation scanner. Proven features, such as
Datalogic's »Green Spot« good read feedback directly
on the barcode differentiate the QuickScan Lite from the
competition. Make that move now, go beyond with imaging technology.

Order yours today from your
sales representative – call now!

www.jarltech.com

SIMPLE, AFFORDABLE
DESKTOP PRINTING
All kinds of environments, and all kinds of organisations,
need to print output at low or medium volumes – but that
shouldn’t mean they have to settle for second-best on
print quality, speed or ease of use.
That’s why Zebra has launched the GT800™ desktop printer. Delivering great
performance and reliability at a competitive price, this thermal-transfer desktop
printer is ideal for a wide range of commercial environments with moderate
printing requirements.

SCAN ME NOW

The printer’s intelligent design supports different roll lengths without requiring
additional settings to be made, making life easy for users – and the larger ribbon
capacity reduces the need for frequent replacement, making life easier still.
There are several connectivity and programming options, making integration and
configuration of the GT800 printer straightforward – and the print speed and quality
are delivered at the high levels on which Zebra prides itself.
Affordable, high-performance printing that’s straightforward to set up and run.
You’ll find it in the new GT800 desktop printer from Zebra.

ZEBRA® GT800 DESKTOP PRINTER
Find out more at zebra.jarltech.com

©2013 ZIH Corp. All product names and numbers are Zebra trademarks, and Zebra and representation of Zebra Head are
registered trademarks of ZIH Corp. All rights reserved. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.

TOP MARKS

FOR CITIZEN INDUSTRIAL PRINTERS

Lower price, non-varying quality!
Take a robust industrial design, technical innovations and
sensational low operating costs – the result is one of the
industrial label printers of the Citizen CL-S700 Series.
Additionally, Citizen has greatly reduced the acquisition
price on all models, thus increasing their attractiveness
for both you and your customers. Offer your customers

a highly competitive industrial printer at a greater
profit. For special requirements you receive the
corresponding variants for direct thermal and thermal
transfer printing, with an integrated rewinder and
300 dpi printing.

Ready for anything
Citizen workshop at Jarltech »on the living object«

The printer vendor Citizen Systems places great
emphasis on close cooperation with specialist dealers and system integrators. Jarltech’s Business
Development Manager for Citizen, Bernd Gdanitz,
organised an exclusive Citizen one-day workshop
in October for employees of various Jarltech customers. The workshop’s goal was to pass on the
necessary know-how for Citizen label printers,
while at the same time increasing the service competencies of the participants.

Held in the Jarltech European AIDC/POS Showroom and Training Centre, the location was perfectly equipped for such an event. Here the workshop
participants had the opportunity to completely
dismantle and rebuild various Citizen label printers, under the watchful eye of Thorsten Magerl,
Team Leader Support. Additionally, participants
performed firmware updates and brought accessories into operation – a complete success for
all attendees!

CL-S700 / 703
The industrial label printers from Citizen are more
than just user-friendly and professional in their
handling and design. Thanks to their high print speed
of up to 254 mm per second and numerous well
thought-out features, they are well suited for all tasks
in the industry, production, warehouses and logistics.

CL-S321

Marathon runner
Valuable label
all-rounder

� Print speed up to 254 mm/sec.
� Max. media width: 118 mm

• Versatile direct thermal/thermal
transfer printer

� Particularly economical
direct thermal variants

• Universal usage in retail,
healthcare and shipping
• Easy integration thanks to EPL2,
RS232, USB and Ethernet port
• Max. print speed: 102 mm/sec.,
resolution: 203 dpi
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• 8 MB ﬂash memory
and 16 MB SDRAM

Mettinger Straße 11

•

D-73728 Esslingen Germany

•

www.citizen-europe.com




TOP OFFERS
TAKE YOUR CHANCE – MAKE PROFIT MARGINS
PRODUCTS

DAYS

Make a profit margin ten times over
with Metapace!
Here’s what you do:
Order 10 Metapace S-61 or S-62 now. You then have
90 days time to convince yourself and your customers
with these brand name products. After 90 days at the
latest, pay only for the Metapace scanners which you
sold, and simply return any remainders.*

Metapace S-61
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»Inexpensive handheld
laser scanner«

Metapace S-62
»Cost-effective 2D imager«
• Multi-faceted 2D area imager
at a great price
• Captures all common 1D, 2D,
postal and stacked codes
• Complete package including
coiled cable and stand

Offers valid until 31 December 2013
while supplies last.

0800 JARLTECH · www.jarltech.de

(+43-1) 485 26 05 0 · www.jarltech.at

• Versatile laser scanner
for all 1D barcodes
• Extraordinarily good value
for the money
• Complete package including
coiled cable and stand

All offers are for resellers only, are non-binding and without guarantee.
Prices exclude VAT, images are similar, errors and omissions excepted.

www.jarltech.com
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Touch The Future of Healthcare
Easy to use, reliable, and stable. Elo Touch Solutions’ touchmonitors,
touchcomputers and interactive digital signage (IDS) bring powerful
simplicity to medical equipment, instrumentation, and services, and
improve the efﬁciency of devices used in a variety of healthcare settings.
All Elo medical touch products comply with UL 60601 and IEC 60601
Certiﬁcation and ISO 13485*. We can also work with you to provide
custom solutions designed to your speciﬁc requirements.
*Large Interactive Digital Signage (IDS) screens are not UL or IEC 60601 or ISO 13485 compliant.

• 15" touch monitor
• Intel Celeron
dual core processor
• Up to 8 GB RAM

• Healthcare Ofﬁce Automation
• Patient Self-Service
• Bedside Infotainment
• Medical Equipment
• Kiosks
• Interactive Digital Signage (IDS)

To learn more about Elo Touch Solutions’ family of healthcare touch products, visit

A
ND BECOME
BUY NOW A EFERRED PARTNER:
PR
PANASONIC
PANASONIC
WWW.JAR

LTECH.COM

www.elotouch.com/medical

/

Designed for touch

JS-960 ALL-IN-ONE
THE MODULAR POS SYSTEM WITH A
PLUS OF PERFORMANCE AND DESIGN

Copyright © 2013 Elo Touch Solutions, Inc. All rights reserved.

www.elotouch.com

Small.
Lightweight.
Ergonomic.
The QuickScanTM Lite Linear Imager
Bar Code Reader from Datalogic.

• Wide scan angle
• Datalogic patented Green Spot for
good read feedback
• Two interface options
• Tough over mold for additional protection
• Compact and multi-position stand

Get more information now!
www.datalogic.com

